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Abstract. In virtual human (VH) applications, and in particular,
games, motions with diﬀerent functions are to be synthesized, such as
communicative and manipulative hand gestures, locomotion, expression
of emotions or identity of the character. In the bodily behavior, the primary motions deﬁne the function, while the more subtle secondary motions contribute to the realism and variability. From a technological point
of view, there are diﬀerent methods at our disposal for motion synthesis:
motion capture and retargeting, procedural kinematic animation, forcedriven dynamical simulation, or the application of Perlin noise. Which
method to use for generating primary and secondary motions, and how
to gather the information needed to deﬁne them? In this paper we elaborate on informed usage, in its two meanings. First we discuss, based on
our own ongoing work, how motion capture data can be used to identify
joints involved in primary and secondary motions, and to provide basis
for the speciﬁcation of essential parameters for motion synthesis methods used to synthesize primary and secondary motion. Then we explore
the possibility of using diﬀerent methods for primary and secondary motion in parallel in such a way, that one methods informs the other. We
introduce our mixed usage of kinematic an dynamic control of diﬀerent
body parts to animate a character in real-time. Finally we discuss motion
Turing test as a methodology for evaluation of mixed motion paradigms.

1

Introduction

There are diﬀerent kinds of human motions, considering the goals and meanings
involved, such as communicative and manipulative hand gestures or locomotion.
These are all needed in virtual character enhanced applications, like a game.
When synthesizing such motions, there are requirements beyond the function:
the motion should be realistic, life-like. Motion with the same function repeated
by the same person should diﬀer in small motion details.
When observing the entire body, one may notice big motions (like the waving
hand), and small motions like balancing with the torso. In this paper we refer
to the big motion which is characteristic of the goals and meanings involved
as primary motion, and the additional details as secondary motion. Roughly
speaking, when synthesizing the primary motion only, the virtual characters
motion can be understood. But without the secondary motions, it will look
robot-like and unnatural.
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From a technological point of view, there are diﬀerent methods at our disposal: motion capture and retargeting, key-framed or procedural kinematic animation, force-driven dynamical simulation, or the application of Perlin noise.
Which method to use, and how to gather the information needed to specify the
parameters for the individual methods?
In practice, often the technological considerations – typically, production tools
and resources available and the required processing speed – are the factors to
justify a single solution. Moreover, as each of the methods are cumbersome,
researchers basically concentrate on one of the approaches and improving its
algorithms. This is characteristic of the rather disjoint work going on in the
’mocap world’ and the ’motion generation’ world. The dichotomy is also to be
noticed when looking at the application domains. In medical applications one
can ﬁnd high quality dynamical simulation to study walking under diﬀerent
conditions, in movies the quality of (virtual human) motion is high due to using
mocap, while in the conversational agents domain, procedural models are used.
The main topic of our paper is to investigate how diﬀerent techniques can
be used to synthesize both primary and secondary motions. Using combinations
of these techniques, we aim to come close to the illusion of full realism of the
behavior, while also being responsive to the environment the motion is executed
in and reactive to the gamer’s behavior in real time. We consider informed usage
of motion synthesis methods, in two interpretations of ’informedness’. First, one
can use motion capture data to inform the (models for) generative methods,
particularly, to decide about the primary and secondary motions. Second, one
can use multiple methods together for diﬀerent body segments for primary and
secondary motions in such a way that one method informs other(s), see Fig. 1.
We apply our motion synthesis algorithms on our virtual conductor [1] and a
reactive virtual trainer [2]. The virtual conductor can conduct human musicians
in a live performance interactively. Using knowledge of the musical piece (tempo,
volume, the diﬀerent voices, etc...) he leads the musicians through the piece and
corrects them when certain types of mistakes occur. The Reactive Virtual Trainer
is capable of presenting physical exercises that are to be performed by a human,
monitoring the user and providing feedback at diﬀerent levels. Both applications
require real-time adaptation and precise control of the timing of motion. The
primary motion of the conductor consists of conducting gestures executed with
one or both arms and/or the head. The secondary motion of the conductor is
modeled as balancing motion on the lower body. For the trainer, the primary
and secondary motions are exercise depended.
In the next section, we introduce each motion synthesis method shortly, and
give an overview of state of the art of using multiple methods in one framework.
Then, in section 3, we discuss how motion capture can be used to identify joints
to be modeled by diﬀerent methods, and how to tune the parameters of these
methods. In section 4, we discuss the potentials of mixing multiple methods to
animate diﬀerent parts of the body. We demonstrate the idea by an example
from our ongoing work, showing mixed usage of kinematic an dynamic control
of diﬀerent body parts to animate a character in real-time. The paper ﬁnishes
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Fig. 1. The three procedural control paradigms, gray arrows showing oﬀ-line parameter acquisition based on information from other methods. The other arrows show
the possibility for information exchange for real-time parallel tuned usage of multiple
methods. The thick arrow indicates the novel method discussed we implemented.

by discussing the motion Turing test, as the evaluation paradigm we plan to use
in the future to evaluate mixed motion models.

2

Related Work

Current computer animation techniques make use of kinematic and/or dynamic
techniques for motion generation.
Motion editing uses recorded motion as a basis and creates variations on
this motion to adapt it to speciﬁc needs. This kinematic technique employs the
detail of captured motion but only allows very small adaptations. It is relatively
simple to use slight motion adaptations to adhere to strict time constraints [3].
Typically, the actor that is motion captured does not have the same limb size as
the VH that is to be animated. Therefore, it is necessary to retarget the motion
of the actor to make it work on this VH [4]. Sensor noise, motion retargetting
and motion adaptation causes physical anomalies on edited motion. One of such
anomalies is footskate: the VH’s foot slides on the ﬂoor after the VH plants it,
rather than remaining tightly in place [5]. Another typical artifact of motion
editing is the violation of balance, which results in a VH that not seems to be
situated in the virtual world but rather seems glued in front of it [6].
Procedural animation is a kinematic technique that uses mathematical formulas that prescribe the change of posture over time, given a set of movement
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parameters values. Procedural animation can be used to directly control the rotation of joints [7]. A typical application is at a slightly higher level, for generating
gestural behavior: the movement path of hands through space is deﬁned mathematically, and the appropriate arm joints are computed automatically [8, 9, 10].
This approach is very adaptable: it oﬀers precise timing and real-time parameterization using a large number of parameters. However, it is hard to incorporate
movement details such as those found in motion recordings into the mathematical
formulas that steer procedural motion. Physical believability has to be authored
explicitly in the formulas. Typically, only a subspace of parameter values yields
physically realistic motion.
In dynamic simulation, the VH is controlled by applying torques on the joints
and a force on the root. A physical simulator then moves the VH’s body using
Newtonian dynamics, taking friction, gravity and collisions into account. The
process of ﬁnding accelerations of rigid bodies, based on forces and torques is
called forward dynamics. A dynamic controller can provide control in real time
[11], if the dynamical model of the human is kept simple. Such a controller
calculates the torques that will move the VH toward a desired state, based on
a heuristic movement model. The input to such a controller is the desired value
of the VH’s state, for example desired joint rotations or the desired position
of the VH’s center of mass (CoM). The goal of the system is to minimize the
discrepancy between the actual and desired state. The controller can deal with
perturbations. For example, if balance is disturbed by a push, the controller
automaticly guides the VH back to a balanced pose. However, in general, the
controller can not predict when the desired state is reached, or if it will be reached
at all. Motion generated by simulation lacks the kind of detail that is seen on
captured motion. While the motion is physically correct, this alone is often
not enough for movements to be human-like. Therefore, dynamic simulation is
mainly used to generate human motion that is physically constrained, and in
which interaction with the environment is important, such as motion by athletes
[11], stunt men [12], or people falling over [13].
2.1

Combining Dynamic and Kinematic Animation

The previously introduced animation paradigms each have their own advantages,
so it would be beneﬁcial to combine them in a single motion system. Existing
hybrid systems [12, 13] typically switch between motion editing and dynamic
simulation, depending on the current situation’s needs.
However, in many situations, the diﬀerent positive features of the generation
paradigms are needed at the same time, but at diﬀerent body parts. For example,
while standing and gesturing, our lower body is in contact with the ground and
has to support the upper body, showing a physically realistic balanced pose
which would be nice to model with dynamic simulation, while arm gestures
require motion detail and tight time synchronization to speech, which would be
best achieved by kinematic motion.
In [14] it is shown how inverse and forward dynamics can be combined in a
single dynamic animation system, assuming that either the joint acceleration or
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the joint torque is known for each joint, at each time frame. A similar approach
is commonly used in biomechanics to visualize the biomechanical movement
model of interest on some body parts (using joint torques), enhanced with known
motion on other body parts (using kinematic motion) [15]. Our work on mixed
kinematics and dynamics revives the ideas in [14] and shows how they can be
applied in an eﬃcient real-time motion system.
2.2

Tracking Kinematic Motion

Motion tracking [16], uses a controller to compute the torque on each joint. The
desired state for this controller is the desired rotation of the joint, as speciﬁed in
by the kinematic data (e.g. mocap). Motion capture noise, retargetting errors,
tracking errors and environmental changes can easily disturb the balance of a
character whose full body is animated using a tracking controller. Therefore an
explicit dynamic balancing model is needed. Because tracking makes use of dynamic controllers, the motion generated by these methods has a time-lag with
that speciﬁed in the motion capture data. Tracking controllers are computationally more demanding than our mixed kinematic/dynamic method, but provide
collision with the environment for the tracked body parts.

3

Modeling Informed by Motion Capture

In the recent years, we have been using motion capture technology to analyze
diﬀerent aspects of hand gestures and full body physical exercise motions [17,18].
We use the results to inform the diﬀerent modeling paradigms used to synthesize
motions. The domain of our investigations are physical exercises for a Reactive
Virtual Trainer application [2] where physical realism is of major importance,
repetitive motions like clapping [17] or conducting [1], and some communicative
gestures like hand-shaking [19]. In all cases, we recorded several samples of the
same gesture, by the same subject.
3.1

Identiﬁcation of Primary and Secondary Joints

The primary and secondary joint motions were identiﬁed by looking at the standard deviation of the coordinates of marker positions for each joint, normalized
by maximum joint extension. For each motion, the joints are classiﬁed as primary, secondary or unused in an automatic way. Currently, the two separating
thresholds are to be given manually as a ﬁrst step, but fully automatic clustering
may be used in the future. For all but one recording of rhythmic physical exercise samples, this method identiﬁes the 1-6 primary joints faithfully. That is, the
judgment of the classiﬁcation system corresponds to the judgment of an expert.
3.2

Kinematic Model Based on Motion Capture

In ongoing work, we wish to use the captured time functions of the motion of
primary joints to detect certain kinematic characteristics of the motion, and to
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deﬁne parameters for kinematic models. As of motion phases of a hand gesture
or exercise, we adopt the terminology used for communicative gestures [20],
identifying preparation, pre-stroke hold, stroke, post-stroke hold and retraction.
As an exercise is to be performed in a repetitive way, the retraction is identical
with the preparation of the next exercise. By analyzing the captured data, we
are to identify:
1. tempo
2. timing of the preparation, hold and stroke phases
3. amplitude, expressed by the maxim values of the displacement of certain
body part
4. synchrony
By having recorded tempo variants of the same motion, we also get information of extreme and default tempi, and the correlation between tempo and
amplitude, and tempo and timing of stages. This quantitative information is to
serve as a basis for kinematic models. The timing information of the phases is
gained by identifying points in the motion on which the speed crosses a predeﬁned minimum threshold (see Fig 2).
Synchrony is to identify if (a subsets of) the joints involved move in sync. This
is to be decided by analyzing the stroke times of the diﬀerent joints. In case of
physical exercises, a few synchrony patterns are common [2].
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The physical and procedural models themselves are typically created on the
basis of models from biomechanics or behavior science, rather than directly basing them oﬀ motion capture. Motion capture information is used to identify
(among others) timing, amplitude and synchrony parameters and to select a parameterized model that ﬁts the observed motion. The parameters that steer such
a model are designed to be intuitive for motion authors, but are often related.
Motion capture can serve as a way to ﬁnd dependencies between these parameters. For example, we have shown that the movement path of the hand decrease
linearly with the tempo in a clapping task [17]. A change of one parameter value
then changes all parameters values that are related to it. If a motion generation
process speciﬁes the value of more than one parameter, conﬂicts might arise.
These conﬂicts can be solved in several ways, for example by ﬁnding some kind
of ’best ﬁt’ of parameters values, weighted by their importance.
3.3

Analyzing Variability and Symmetry

We gathered qualitative and quantitative information on the variation between
repeated motions with the same function. Even in case of physical exercises
performed by expert, there is a small variation in performance. Similar considerations hold for symmetry (see Fig. 3). The amount of variation can depend
movement parameters. For example, Fitts’ law [21] states that quick pointing
movements are neceserely less precise than slower pointing movements.
Small, but consistent phase diﬀerences can occur in symmetrical movement.
For example, we have shown that right-handed subjects ’lead’ a clapping movement with their right hand [17]. The mean phase diﬀerence and variation of
phase diﬀerence can vary with movement parameters. For example, we found
that the standard deviation of the phase diﬀerence between hands in a clapping
task increases with tempo [17].
SYMMETRY analysis results for region no. 3
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Using Dynamic Simulation and Kinematics in Parallel

In [22], we show how to simultaneously combine dynamic motion with kinematicaly driven motion (like motion capture, procedural motion). In case of
the conductor, the body is segmented in one physically steered group of joints
P , located at the lower body and three chains of kinematicly controlled joints,
Krightarm , Klef tarm and Khead rooted at the right shoulder, left shoulder and
neck respectively (see Fig. 4). The movement of the lower body is steered by the
dynamic balance controller, described in [11].

Chead
Crightarm

Khead
Cleftarm

Kleftarm

Krightarm

P

Fig. 4. Kinematically and dynamically steered joints in the conductor

The torque the kinematic chains exert at connectors (Crightarm , Clef tarm
and Chead ) is calculated using inverse dynamics. The reactive torques are then
applied to the lower body. To calculate this torques, we need to know the velocity
and acceleration of the connectors. However, the velocity and acceleration of a
connector is dependent on the movement of all joints in the body, and can
only accurately be calculated by an algorithm that takes the accelerations of
all joints in K and the torques of all joints in P into account simultaneously.
Rather than directly calculating the acceleration of the connectors at the current
frame, we approximate torques that each K exerts on P using the acceleration
and velocity of connector at the previous frame. This results in a slightly more
eﬃcient algorithm than ﬁrst proposed in [14], both in terms of calculation time
and memory bandwidth. More importantly, it allows us to make use of any
existing real-time forward dynamics engine for mixed motion generation.
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Fig. 5 shows the combination of our physical balance model with a procedurally generated large arm swing. The results of our system are subtle and
therefore hard to capture on a series of images. We refer the interested viewer
to the demonstration videos 1 to see our system in action with a combination
of motion captured arm movements or procedural conducting gestures and the
balance model.

5

Further Work

5.1

Generating Variability

In some of our applications (conductor, ﬁtness trainer) the same movement is to
be repeated many times. If such movement looks exactly the same for repetition,
the believability of our VH is destroyed. We intend to use one of the existing
approaches from the literature [7,23,24] to model motion variability. Our motion
capture analysis provides us with information on the amount of variability in
each motion, on what joint or motion parameter this variability is to be applied
and how parameter values aﬀect its size.
5.2

Timing of Motion Phases

We have timing information on each movement phase in our exercise motion. We
intend to explore the relation of the duration of each phase length with other
parameters, such as movement tempo or amplitude. In our preliminary work
on the analysis of clapping [17], we found an invariance in the relative timing
of the diﬀerent phases of clapping movement: no matter the tempo, the same
percentage of time was spend in each movement phase. These percentages were
slightly diﬀerent for diﬀerent subjects.
5.3

Evaluating Movement Models

VHs usually do not have a photo-realistic embodiment. Therefore, if the naturalness of VH animation is evaluated by directly comparing moving humans
with a moving VH, the embodiment could bias the judgment. To remedy this,
motion captured human movement can be casted onto the VH, thus showing the
diﬀerent motions on identical virtual body. This motion is then compared with
generated animation. Typically this is done in an informal way. A motion Turing Test [25] could be used to do this more formally. In such a test, subjects are
shown generated movement and similar motion captured movement, displayed
on the same VH. Then they are asked to judge whether this was a ’machine’
moving or a real human.
However, such a direct human judgment is not suﬃcient to measure the naturalness of motion. Even if a certain movement is judged as natural, an unnatural
artifact that is not noticed consciously can still have a social impact [26]. Characters with an unnatural motion can be evaluated as less interesting, less pleasant,
1

Available from: http://www.herwinvanwelbergen.nl/phd/mixed/mixed.html
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Fig. 5. Mixing a kinematic arm swing with dynamic balancing. The right side of each
picture shows the visualization of the physical model of the lower body of the VH. The
left side shows a VH with physical lower body control, overlayed with one that does
not move the lower body. The counter-clockwise angular acceleration of the arm in the
upper three frames causes a clockwise torque on the trunk, which makes the upper
body bend forward. The clockwise angular acceleration of the arm on the lower three
frames causes the body to bend backward.

less inﬂuential, more agitated and less successful in their delivery. So, while a VH
Turing test is a good ﬁrst indication of naturalness (at least it looked human-like),
further evaluation should determine if certain intended aspects of the motion are
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delivered. Such aspects could include showing emotion, enhancement of the clearness of a spoken message using gesture, showing personality, etc.
Our simultaneous motion mixing techniques allow us to let a motion model
steer a part of the body, and let a motion capture recording steer the remaining
parts. We can then use the motion Turing test to compare the motion generated
by the movement model combined with motion capture with the same motion
generated solely by motion capture. In a similar way, we can test if a certain
aspect of motion is important for naturalness, by using a model that either
removes this aspect, or replaces it by noise. In a later stage, we plan to use this
approach to test combinations of motion models that were evaluated to work
well in isolation.
Further on, we would like to explore the parameter space that yields natural looking procedural or dynamical motion. If the parameter set is small, this
natural parameter space can be identiﬁed by having subjects directly set and
evaluate the possible parameter values [23].
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